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ALL PRODUCTS ON THIS PAGE ARE CUSTOM ORDERED AND NON-RETURNABLE.
PLEASE CONTACT ALCO FOR MORE INFORMATION

SIDE WINDOW DEFLECTORS
WeatherTech® Side Window Deflectors offer fresh air
enjoyment with an original equipment look. They are crafted
from the finest 3mm lightly-tinted acrylic material available.
Installation is quick and easy, with no exterior tape needed.
WeatherTech® Side Window Deflectors are precision-machined
to perfectly fit your vehicle. These low profile window
deflectors help to reduce wind noise and allow interior heat
to escape.

ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS
The WeatherTech® All-Weather Floor Mats are made out of an
odorless compound, and have deeply sculpted channels designed to trap
water, road salt, mud and sand. Our proprietary engineered resin
ensures these mats will not curl, crack, or harden in sub-zero weather.
All-Weather Floor Mats also have anti-skid ridges to prevent shifting in
your vehicle and come with protective, non-stick finish to make cleanup
quick and easy. WeatherTech® All-Weather Floor Mats meet FMVSS302
and are manufactured to ISO 9001 standards, your assurance of quality

FLOORLINERS™

Digital laser measurements of interior surfaces offer a
consistently perfect fit. A patented tri-extruded composition
allows for a rigid core for strength while offering surface
friction to the carpet, as well as tactile feel to the surface.
The FloorLiners™ advanced surface design has channels
that carry fluid and debris, away from shoes and clothing,
into a lower reservoir. The lower reservoir uses additional
channeling to minimize fluid movement while driving. Once
fluids become trapped in the reservoir, they are easily
removed over the door sill ... No muss-no fuss!
Front, Rear and Third-Row FloorLiners™ available in black,
tan and gray for cars, trucks, SUVs, and minivans.

CARGO LINERS
WeatherTech® Cargo Liners provide complete trunk and cargo area
protection. Cargo Liners are digitally designed to fit your vehicle and
have a raised lip to keep spills, dirt and grease off you vehicle’s
interior, protecting your investment from normal wear and tear.
Made from a proprietary custom blended TPO that is not only wear
resistant, but also remains flexible under temperature extremes. The
WeatherTech® Cargo Liner features a textured finish which helps to
keep cargo from shifting, and it’s perfect for hauling just about
anything from gardening supplies to construction materials to the
family pet.
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